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Foreword  
 
The following are mainly excerpts from past issues of Needle Network and/or Embroidery Canada and 
have been printed in most cases verbatim. 
 
I would like to thank Dorothy Masella for keeping the most thorough of records; records that proved 
instrumental in putting this document together. 
 
This is a first draft and so might very well contain errors and is certainly not without important 
omissions.  I urge you to bring any mistakes to my attention and to let me know if there is something of 
note or interest, which has been forgotten and deserves to be added. 
 
It is my hope that this document will grow over the years along with our rich history.  I have so enjoyed 
digging through the guild’s archives these last few weeks.  There was once a time when everything, and 
I mean everything, was recorded and filed for prosperity’s sake, and I am grateful to the members who 
had the foresight to do so… 
 

Heather Entwistle, 2006 
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LIST  OF  PRESIDENTS 
 

  Florence Dutka, founding president    1971 
  Margaret Gard, first elected president   1972 
  Diana Tuttleman      1973 
  Mary Mort       1974-1976 
  Lee Trevelyan       1976-1978 
  Margaret Bartleman      1978-1980 
  Paula Gautier       1980-1982 
  Joyce Shaw       1982-1984 
  Paula Gautier       1984 
  Marian Ufford       1984-1986 
  Ann Tarassoff       1986-1988 
  Beverley Shaw      1988-1990 
  Diana Kelly       1990-1992 
  Elizabeth Gagnon      1992-1994 
  Phyllis McGlashan      1994-1996 
  Dorothy Masella      1996-1998 
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September 8, 1971 
 
 

LAKESHORE CREATIVE STITCHERY GUILD NEWSLETTER 
 
We are a group with a mutual interest in creative stitchery and related crafts, and we are in the process 
of forming the LAKESHORE CREATIVE STITCHERY GUILD, with a view to affiliation with the 
Embroiders’ Guild of England. 
Our goals are: To promote co-operation and exchange of ideas among those interested in stitchery, to 
attain further high standard of design and technique and to hold regular monthly meetings and lectures 
by experts on different aspects of stitchery. 
The City of Beaconsfield has provided us with a room which will be available to members as a 
workshop.  It will eventually contain a reference library, wools and yarns at minimal prices and we hope 
a congenial atmosphere in which we can work creatively. 
The first of our meetings will take place at the Beaconsfield centennial Hall, 288 Beaconsfield 
Boulevard, on Monday, September 27th at 8:00 pm.  Oriette Constantineau, a noted craftswoman from 
the South Shore will be our guest speaker and will be lecturing on the New Concepts of Creative 
Stitchery.  We sincerely hope you will join us. 
At this meeting we will be accepting annual memberships ($10.00).  Guests and friends of members will 
be most welcome at any of our monthly sessions at $2.00 and Senior Citizens at $1.00. 
If you would like more information, we would be happy to hear from you. 
 
  Mrs. Florence Dutka  -  697-0580 
  Mrs. Diana Tuttleman - 697-7484   
  Mrs. Harriett Fice - 697-5190 
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HISTORY OF THE GUILD – Fran MacKenzie  (Newsletter September – October 1977) 
 
The first recorded Minutes of a Meeting of our Guild is dated January 31, 1972.  It reads in part:  “Mrs. 
Florence Dutka welcomed the members and presented Mr. Linder of the Beaconsfield Recreation Dept. 
with a boutonniere.  Mr. Linder suggested that Flo Dutka be named Founding President as it was her 
idea that a Guild be formed here on the Lakeshore and she worked very hard to get it off the ground.  
This suggestion was unanimously agreed upon by the members present.” 
Our first President elected at that meeting was Margaret Gard;  Sec-Treas. Was Joan Gearey and City 
Liaison Director was Barbara Seifred.  They, along with Flo Dutka and 3 other executive members, gave 
the Guild its name, defined its purpose, organized weekly workshops in the Beaconsfield Chalet, 
obtained monthly speakers and distributed advertising. 
Membership was taken out with the Embroiderers’ Guild in London, England.  Stitchery courses were 
given by Flo and an exhibition of class work was held in the Chalet des Jeunes in June. 
In August ’72 the workshop program was expanded to include Needlepoint, crocheting, Bargello, Apple 
Dolls, Rya Rugs, Rug Hooking, and Macramé. 
In January ’73 the new president elected was Diana Tuttleman.  Advertisements were placed in various 
stores about workshops in an endeavour to get more members.  About this time Flo moved away to 
Edmonton, Alberta, with the wish that we continue and expand. 
By November, membership was 64 and the Guild had to consider larger premises and the move was 
made to Stewart Hall.  By December we had organized Thursdays to become workshops in the morning 
and classes in the afternoon.  The Executive increases to 9 members, including a Librarian. 
In March ’74 a Guild Logo was chosen, a rug cutter purchased, quilting was added to the courses given 
and invitations were received from other women’s groups to come and talk about the Guild.  Mary Mort 
was elected President for a 2-year term. 
March ’75 we had 102 members, design course added and continuing to have very interesting speakers 
at our monthly meetings.  Our members provided 133 articles for our June exhibition this year. 
Today our membership remains over 100.  This year we arranged to hold 2- and 3- workshops with 
trained specialists and an interesting bus tour once a year has become part of our program. 
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NEEDLE, HOOP & FRAME (Needle Network – Summer 1992) 
 
The Guild is many things to many people.  It is a place to learn, to teach, to discover, to make friends, to 
share, to participate, to enjoy.  Here are Mary Mort’s reminiscences about how it started. 
Flo Dutka invited Molly Brott to teach “creative stitchery” to a small group in the spring of 1970 and 
took over the class in the fall.  There was enough interest that with the help of the Beaconsfield 
Recreation Director a Guild was formed, the first meeting was at Centennial Centre on September 27th, 
1971.  Mary still remembers the invitation which was posted in the library of “an extremely pretty card 
bearing an old-world girl on a swing complete with billowing skirt and a flower basket.  This was all 
done in embroidery…” The guild started with about 25 members, and as time went on had to be limited 
to 100 members because of fire regulations.  Flo left for Edmonton in the spring of 1973, but the guild 
was then strong enough to continue on its own. 
The emphasis was on “creative” – no kits, were allowed.  Flo taught basic design, a variety of stitches 
and an open-minded view of materials and threads.  She taught us to look around and find inspiration all 
around us.  Half of the learning experience is in deciding what is needed and what is possible. 
We were first a member of the English Embroidery Guild and later members of EAC.  The guild hosted 
the 1984 Seminar at the Mount Royal Hotel.  It involved a lot of work by many people and proved very 
successful. 
Over the years, the guild has given courses and workshops in all aspects of stitchery.  Like fashion, what 
was popular in 1975 is not today, but members of long standing have acquired a wide and varied 
knowledge of techniques, so there is a great fund of expertise within our ranks.  We are always learning. 
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HISTORY OF THE GUILD – Mary Mort  (Needle Network - September 1996) 
For the benefit of our newer members I have been asked to write a brief history of the Guild from its 
inception in 1971. 
Flo Dutka, a former resident of Beaurepaire, had been receiving instruction from Molly Brott, a very 
accomplished stitcher from Montreal.  Flo asked Mr. Linder, the Director of Recreation in Beaconsfield 
to bring Molly to Beaconsfield as a teacher in the Spring of 1970.  As she did not want to travel to the 
Lakeshore in the Fall of 1970. Flo herself took over and followed into Spring, culminating in an 
Exhibition in the Centennial Hall.  The class members were eager to carry on and form a Guild, so a 
letter was sent out to interested people and about 25 people turned up to a meeting where an interim 
executive was set up. 
In September 1971, notices were displayed in shopping centers, etc., regarding the first evening meeting 
which was held in Centennial Hall on September 27th 1971, with Oriette Constantineau speaking on 
New Concepts of Creative Stitchery.  This was the first meeting I attended though I had viewed the 
exhibition and had been impressed. 
Meetings continued to be held in Centennial Hall on the last Monday of each month, and at the February 
meeting a true executive was voted in with Margaret Gard s the Founding President.  Flo continued to 
give Basic, Intermediate, and Advanced Stitchery courses under the auspices of the Beaconsfield Adult 
Education Department, and I took advantage of these lessons to my great benefit.  She taught us to look 
at what we saw and to design from that – the striations on a stone, the bark of a tree, a shell, you name it 
she could design from it.  We were not allowed to use kits, but had to think things out for ourselves. 
We had the use of a small chalet near Centennial Hall on Thursdays for workshops and courses and also 
storage of various wools and yarns we accumulated.  We became members of the Embroiderers’ Guild 
of London and could use their facilities.  The Guild continued to flourish with workshops and courses in 
various media including Apple dolls, Rya Rugs and needlepoint, and also had evening speakers and of 
course and Exhibition.  Unfortunately, in the Spring of 1973 Flo’s husband was transferred to Edmonton 
so she had to leave us.  However, we were well enough established to be able to carry on satisfactorily 
and even needed larger facilities, so we moved to Stewart Hall in the Fall of 1973.  It was also decided 
that we should have a logo, and a competition was announced.  There were about four entries and the 
one voted the best in January 1974 is what we have today, entered by Flo. 
Marlene Balantyne made a needlepoint picture of the logo to be on display at meetings, etc. 
When she left, Flo made us a picture done in the sort of free stitching she did so well.  This, also is for 
display at meetings. 
Once we had moved to Stewart Hall we were able to extend our scope of courses and workshops and 
before long our membership was 100 members and that was all Stewart Hall would allow.  The 
membership fee remained $10.00.  In 1973 the EAC had become established, and it was thought prudent 
to affiliate with them instead of the Embroiderers’ Guild of London. We became a chapter of EAC in 
1978. Since then our members have been able to take advantage of the courses, library, slides and 
teachers offered by the Embroiderers’ Association of Canada, as well as attending their annual seminars. 
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History of the Guild (continued) 
 
In 1980 four of our members went to seminar in Niagara Falls, the first time so many had gone together, 
and they tentatively suggested that they may be willing to host seminar sometime.  In 1982 we agreed to 
hold a seminar in Montreal in 1984 under the chairmanship of Mary Mort, so the next two years were 
very busy indeed.  We had an excellent team of organizers backed up by many willing helpers in 
hospitality, favours, etc., so that it proved a very successful venture and to our surprise and relief we 
made a profit – not the profits now made, but sufficient.  Since then many more members have been 
attending seminars and taking advantage of the advanced techniques offered.  In 1994 in conjunction 
with the Ottawa Guild, under the chairmanship of Rita Gagnon and Ruth Mills, assisted as before by 
many willing helpers, we again hosted seminar, this time at Carlton University in Ottawa.  This too was 
a great success and made a profit. 
In 1989 it was decided that we needed a Guild pin for people to wear at meetings and also when they 
visited other Guilds and seminars.  These were available at the cost of $4.00. 
Our Guild was started in Beaconsfield, which was a very English town twenty five years ago, and was 
mostly attended by English-speaking members.  Over the years many more of our French-speaking 
friends have joined us, so in 1990 it was felt that we should have a bi-lingual name.  The original name – 
Lakeshore Creative Stitchery Guild was given to emphasise the creativity of the embroidery we were 
doing, that is original work.  Unfortunately it was not easy to translate this in French, so our French 
name is La Guilde des Travaux à l’Aiguille du Lakeshore. 
We have many accomplished needlewomen amongst our members and between us can give courses and 
workshops in almost every facet of stitchers, and about twice a year we try to have a visiting teacher for 
a special workshop in something more advanced. The highlight of our year is the Annual Exhibition and 
we do urge all our members to enter finished articles.  This is our showcase to the world and where we 
interest people in becoming members. At the exhibition in June 1979 it was decided to hold a 
competition with a theme – Quebec – and this was won by Margaret Bartleman.  We have continued to 
hold the competition every year and to encourage entries, the theme has for many years been the same as 
the EAC competition “Enny”.  The first, second and third winners receive a ribbon and a prize.  This 
was instituted to stimulate our creative abilities. 
We look forward to another successful year as we embark on our next quarter century. 
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OUR GUILD LOGO 
 

A competition was held in the fall of 1973 to design a logo for the guild. Four entries were considered 
on January 19, 1974. The winning design was submitted by founding member, Flo Dutka.   
The symbolism of her design, and our present day logo, reads as follows: 
The circle is symbolic of the universal creativity, which supports and enriches life. 
The rectangle is symbolic of the framework of discipline and organization, which is varied with each 
expression of the many kinds of embroidery, and necessary for development. 
The line is symbolic of the purpose and activity underlying everything, which takes each person 
upwards. 
The three symbols are interlaced to represent their interaction and interdependence on each other. 
The three shapes are also symbolic of the basic elements of stitchery, the ball, the skein, the hoop, and 
the needle. 
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Celtic Royale – Rita Gagnon (Embroidery Canada – December 1998) 

It happened a few years ago.  We made a prize winning quilt.  The year was 1987. 
Quilt Canada was holding their annual seminar in Montreal.  We, at the Lakeshore Creative Stitchery 
guild, decided that we should design a quilt for this event.  And so began this wonderful learning 
project. 
Twenty members signed up and then participated in the challenge.  Our director was Peggy Reid.  We 
understood that the quilt would not leave her home until ready to quilt.  We decided on a Celtic design.  
We chose a beautiful royal blue, banana colour and red paisley to spice it up.  The blocks were adapted 
from a Celtic calendar. Some designs were enlarged, patterns prepared, colour decisions made, and then 
five of us made up sample squares, while others cut, folded and basted bias strips.  Peggy satisfied with 
the samples. Gave out the fabric to make the squares.  Seven members assembled the top in fifteen days. 
The top was transferred to Marion Phelps’ home for quilting.  We even had a member telephone us 
when quilters were needed to add a few stitches.  Marion kept an expert eye on these stitchers.  Her 
husband Vic was happy to see us and enjoyed sharing lunch with the girls.  We all became such a 
friendly group. 
After 400 hours of quilting, we were ready to present our masterpiece “Celtic Royale” to the world.  It 
was first displayed in Montreal, June 1987 at Loyola Carousel of Québec Quilts.  Then again at our 
annual exhibit held at Stewart hall, Pointe-Claire in June 1987. 
Celtic Royale was accepted at the 11th Annual Juried Show at the Vermont Quilt Festival.  It was 
awarded a red ribbon. 2nd place in the category of large appliqué wall hangings. 
Our quilt was also accepted in November 1987 at the Schweinfurth Memorial Art Center, Auburn, New 
York, for their annual Juried Show.  The jurors awarded this quilt an honorable mention.  The quality of 
the exhibit was very high, as there were professional quilters exhibiting.  Then we showed the Celtic 
Royale in Ottawa at their Quilt Show in April 1988. 
The Quilt was donated by the Lakeshore Creative Stitchery Guild to Stewart Hall in honor of the 25th 
Anniversary of the Pointe-Claire Cultural Center.  We may all admire our lovely work hanging in the 
stairwell there. 
 
Note:  The Celtic Royale still hangs proudly in the west stairwell of Stewart Hall on the second floor. 
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Celtic Royale 
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THE GUILD BANNERS – Marian Ufford (Needle Network – December 1996) 
In the spring of 1991 some of our members returned from Seminar and raved about the banners 
displayed by a few of the guilds.  It was decided that the L.C.S.G. should have a banner to display at 
exhibitions, Salon des Artisans, and any other occasion where it was important to have our name before 
the public.  A contest for banner designs was held.  The design that Ann Tarassoff and I submitted was 
chosen.  It would be our task to execute the design.  We were also requested to make it bilingual. 
Since much of the research and planning had been done so that we could submit a full size mock-up of 
the design, we thought everything would be straightforward.  How wrong we were!  Trying to create a 
banner in a manageable size to contain our lengthy name in both languages proved to be unworkable so 
it was decided to make two banners. 
A ‘help wanted’ plea went out to our members for samples of the different types of embroidery taught 
by the guild.  The response was great and soon we had enough pieces to begin the banner.  The idea of 
using the octagon shape was pleasing but we did not consider that we would be dealing with canvas, 
linen, cotton, Hardanger, etc.  Another problem to solve.  After collecting the samples we spent hours on 
our knees on the floor moving octagons about trying to find a pleasing placement.  The original design 
(cover of Needle Network, Summer 1992) didn’t work. 
For the English banner we stayed with the original crossword puzzle shape.  The blue aida cloth was 
purchased in Ottawa as we could not buy it here.  Marian Phelps volunteered to cross stitch the letters.  
She used one skein of floss for every four letters.  The letters were reshaped frequently to accommodate 
the stitching.  You can imagine the number of times Marion made a X-stitch.  Does anyone want to 
guess how many X-stitches there are on the banners? 
After the stitching was completed, the embroidery shaped into octagons and hand stitched to the banner, 
a lining was added.  The tab-type hangers were made to accommodate the wooden rods made by 
Dorothy Brewin’s husband.  The cord was added and the banner was ready to display at exhibition 1993. 
The French banner was made the following fall.  Our name in French did not lend itself to a crossword 
puzzle shape so it was stitched as you see it.  Since many of the problems had been solved with the first 
banner this one went together quite easily. 
Many of the embroidery designs are originals.  Examine them closely and you will see that the stitching 
is excellent.  The types of stitchery on the banners include Blackwork, pulled thread, stenciling and bead 
work, crewel, needle painting, cross stitch, needlepoint, bargello, Brazilian, free stitchery, needle 
weaving, Hardanger. 
About twenty-five people were involved in producing the two beautiful and unique banners.  Our Guild 
can display them with pride. 
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A CANADIAN REFLECTION (Dorothy Masella – Personal Notes) 
The Embroiderers’ Association of Canada celebrates its 25th year in 1998.  Each of the 40 guilds will 
submit an embroidered square representative of its respective region.  These pieces will be assembled 
and the completed work exhibited in Winnipeg in June and subsequently in New Zealand.   
 
EMBROIDERERS’ ASSOCIATION OF CANADA - 25TH ANNIVERSARY PROJECT   
(Marjorie Pike – Needle Network – December 1997) 
The following write-up was included with the guild’s submission to EAC’s anniversary project, entitled 
Canadian Reflections. 
Theme:  “Through Thick and Thin Quebec will be surrounded by Canada” 
Quebec is represented by a Fleur-de-Lys, outlined in white #12 Perle Coton and whipped in DMC gray 
#415. Chain stitch.  It is backed by a piece of Quebec royal blue silk to emphasize the pulled thread 
stitches.  At the base, it is held by a Ceinture Fléchée* worked on 60 mesh silk gauze using Gutterman 
silk sewing threads. (Red #302; blue #322; gold # 591; gray # 303; white #300; green (Coats) # 468) 
As Canada’s national tree is the Maple, the maple leaves are stitched in seasonal changing colours.  
Thick and thin is represented by random changes of single and double strands of DMC floss with a #26 
blunt needle. Moss green #471; olive green #469; dark green #3051; yellow # 742; golden #720; orange 
#977; red #321; gray #415. 
The Lakeshore Creative Stitchery Guild logo appears in the upper right hand corner.  It is worked in 
gray flow # 415. 
The piece was stitched by members Paula Gautier, Erma Scrimgeour, and Ann Tarassoff. 
The following members were committee members: Joy Fraser, Rita Gagnon, Paula Gautier, Diana 
Kelly, Mary Mort, Marjorie Pike, Erma Scrimgeour, Ann Tarassoff, Marian Ufford, Muriel Vickery. 
 
*Ceinture Fléchée – Late 18th Century Scots appeared in Canada wearing their colourful tartans.  They 
were soon envied by the settlers.  Until this time belts had been made from leather or fabric.  Now wool 
was imported from Shetland to make belts from wool.  By 1833 records show that two belts traded at the 
Hudson Bay Trading Post for one beaver skin.  They soon were known throughout the country as 
‘ceinture fléchée’ and were in great demand.  Finger woven by mothers, wives and sweethearts, they 
were worn by men.  The ceinture fléchée was from six to ten feet in length and about10 inches wide 
with long twisted fringes used to hold it in position.  Its length and strength made it useful for hauling, 
tourniquets and often as a life saving device.  Wrapped twice around the waist, it prevented cold winds 
from blowing up a short jacket.  Necessities hanging from the ceinture fléchée included small bags filled 
with ammunition, a knife, an axe or goods to be traded.  It became indispensable to the hunter, coureurs 
de bois (runners of the woods) or voyageurs.  The coureurs de bois were illicit fur traders who formed 
the Northwest Trading Company.  On the other hand the voyageurs were recognized legal fur traders 
who traded at the Hudson Bay Trading Posts.)  No man left home without his ceinture fléchée.  It is 
recognized as distinctly Canadian and became high style in the 19th Century.  In the 20th Century it acted 
as an effective addition to the costume of those engaging in winter sports. 
(Marius Barbeau, Ceinture Fléchée, editions paysana, Montréal, 1945.) 
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A CANADIAN REFLECTION – Dorothy Masella (Needle Network – December 1998) 
One of my priorities in attending Seminar ’98 was to see the completed EAC 25th Anniversary Project.  
At Phyllis McGlashan’s suggestion, we asked, and received permission from Joan Mills to bring it home 
with us for display at our June 1st annual general meeting, and subsequently at our exhibition on June 
13th and 14th. 
Our June exhibition proved to be a very special event.  Thanks to an invitation from Ginette Rivas, her 
Excellency the Lieutenant-Governor of Québec Madam Lise Thibault, attended, and was most gracious 
in her praise of the work of our guild members.  I had the pleasure of explaining  ‘A Canadian 
Reflection’ to her.  She wrote in our guest book: “Il faut porter en soi une musique pour faire danser la 
vie.  Vous faites danser l’aiguille et vous créez des merveilles.” – freely translated – “ We must have 
within us music to make life dance.  You make your needles dance and you create marvels.” 
We are pleased to be the first guild to exhibit A Canadian Reflection.  We shall be adding a written and 
photographic record of the events in the binder which accompanied it.  I think it important that this be 
continued.  It is my hope that other guilds will request it for display, so that the stitchery we share may 
be appreciated across the country and beyond. 
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Embroiderers’ Association of Canada Inc. 
 

EAC Purpose 
All members should endeavour to fulfill the following purpose: 
To encourage and promote the practice and knowledge of the art of embroidery in all its forms; 
To have a fellowship of persons who enjoy needlework and wish to learn and share their knowledge; 
and thereby to work towards maintaining higher standards of design, colour and workmanship. 
 
EAC History 
The idea for a national Embroiderers' Association began with a small group of dedicated embroiderers 
who met in Winnipeg, in the studio of Leonida Leatherdale. Letters were sent to needlework groups and 
guilds across Canada. The first formal organizational meeting was held September 27th, 1973. With the 
aid of competent legal advice, bylaws were drafted and approved by the federal government, and in 
November of 1974 the Embroiderers' Association of Canada, Incorporated officially came into 
existence. Head office was in Winnipeg, Manitoba - the geographic centre of Canada - where, it was 
felt, EAC could grow to the east and to the west. 
The first EAC chapter was the Winnipeg Embroiderers' Guild, who sponsored the first two Seminars 
with participants from across Canada and the United States. Annual Seminars were held at various 
Canadian locales thereafter, and EAC began to gain members and chapters. Currently EAC has 46 
chapters, and 17 youth groups with nearly 2,500 members in Canada and other countries throughout the 
world. 
EAC is an active member of the International Council of Needlework Associations  

http://www.geocities.com/nonprof01/ICNA/icna.htm

